
 Name Magical Properties

A All Spice Money, luck, healing, obtaining treasure. Provides added determination 
and energy to any spells and charms.

Anise Used to help ward off the evil eye, find happiness, and stimulate psychic 
ability.

B Bay Protection, good fortune, success, purification, strength, healing and 
psychic powers. 

Basil Love, exorcism, wealth, sympathy, and protection.

Black Pepper Banishing negativity, exorcism, and protection from evil.

C Chamomile Love, healing, and reducing stress

Clove Fidelity, protection, money, love, and success.

Cinnamon Spirituality, success, healing, protection, power, love, luck, strength, and 
prosperity.

Catnip Animal Magic,Love Beauty, Happiness, Sleep.

Cedarwood Confidence, strength, power, money, protection, healing and purification.

Carnation Protection, strength, healing, enhancing magical powers, and achieving 
balance

D Dandelion Summoning spirits, healing, purification and defeating negativity

Daisy Love, luck, and innocence.

E Eucalyptus Attracts healing vibrations.

F Frankincense Successful ventures, cleansing, purification

G Ginger Draws adventure and new experiences. Promotes sensuality, sexuality, 
personal confidence, prosperity, and success

Geranium Overcoming negative thoughts & attitudes, lifting spirits, promoting 
protection & happiness

Grapefruit Cleansing and purification

H Hibiscus Attracting love and lust, divination, and dreams

J Jasmine Prophetic Dreams, Love, Meditation, Aura Healing, Confidence

Juniper Berry Banishes all things injurious to good health; attracts good, healthy 
energies and love

L Lavender Love, protection, healing, sleep, purification, and peace. Promotes healing 
from depression

Lemon Balm Love, success, healing, and psychic/spiritual development. 



Lilac Wisdom, memory, good luck and spiritual aid.

Lemon Cleansing, spiritual opening, purification, and removal of blockages. 

Lemongrass Psychic cleansing and opening, lust potions.

Linden Flower Love spells/mixtures and protection spells & incense

M Marigold Protection, legal matters, and psychic/spiritual powers.Attracts respect 
and admiration,

Mugwort Lunar Magic, Astral Travel,Divination, Dreams, Protection

Myrrh Spiritual opening, meditation, and healing. This herb has high psychic 
vibrations that will enhance any magical working

N Nutmeg Attracting money/prosperity, bringing luck, protection, and breaking 
hexes.

O Orange Attracts abundance and happiness through love and marriage love, 
divination, luck, money and house & business blessing.

P Peppermint Increase the vibrations of a space or in spells and incense for healing & 
purification.

Patchouli Money, love, manifesting,Sexual power, courage, protection

Palo Santo Clears negative energies, aids in physical healing.

Pine Promotes clean breaks, new beginnings, prosperity, success, strength, 
grounding, and growth; Also used for cleansing, purification, and repelling 
negativity

R Rosemary Good health, used in love/lust spells, worn to improve memory, used in 
dream pillows to prevent nightmares, burned as incense for purification 
and removing negativity. 

Rose Divine love, close friendships, domestic peace/happiness, and lasting 
relationships

S Sage Promotes spiritual, mental, emotional & physical health and longevity. 
Removes negative energy.

Sunflower Energy, protection, power, wisdom, and wishes.

T Thyme Attracts loyalty, affection, and the good opinion of others

Tea Tree Eliminating confusion and increasing harmony

V Vanilla Love, lust, passion, and restoring lost energy

W Wormwood Remove anger, stop war, inhibit violent acts, and for protection from the 
evil eye. 

Y Ylang Ylang Increases sexual attraction and persuasiveness. Also used for peace, love, 
and faery magic. Promotes calm, peaceful relaxation and relieves anxiety 
and depression.




